Research Lesson for The Hate U Give Assignment
Presented by Dr. Bryan with Ms. Hoover & Ms. Russom
Library Lesson Overview
•

•
•
•

•

Search for an article related to your topic, start with one of the following databases under
www.ManeMedia.info – Specialized Research
o Opposing Viewpoints
o Student Resources in Context - Social Issues Topic List [KM]
▪ [KM] after the database means the password for home use is Mustangs
Find a quote or idea to paraphrase
Copy complete MLA 8 citation and paste in your digital research notes
Copy a quote and paste within quotation marks on your digital research notes and follow the information by
the in-text citation
o For paraphrasing you retype the idea that was stated in the article in your own words and do not use
quotation marks, but you still include the in-text citation
For additional citation help see www.ManeMedia.info/#citations (Guidance for Researchers)
o Page two of the MLA Guide has examples for in-text citations, see the bottom text boxes

Start of Sample Research Notes
Source 1
MLA 8 citation
Rao, Sonia. "'What's up with that white voice?': The tricky art of linguistic code-switching." Washingtonpost.com, 6
July 2018. Gale In Context: Opposing Viewpoints,
link.gale.com/apps/doc/A545652386/OVIC?u=kenn85348&sid=OVIC&xid=69151933. Accessed 15 Apr.
2021.
Quote/Paraphrase
“Code-switching, or altering the way you speak based on the audience, is a widespread phenomenon among
those whose accents and dialects stray from the national standard, long considered in the United States to be
the language patterns of the Midwest” (Rao).
Source 2
MLA 8 citation (This citation needs to be corrected!)
"NPR Team Covers Race, Ethnicity, And Culture." Morning Edition, 15 Apr. 2013. Gale In Context: High School,
link.gale.com/apps/doc/A326689202/SUIC?u=kenn85348&sid=SUIC&xid=7bdd6c2a. Accessed 19 Apr.
2021.
Quote/Paraphrase
“Code switching is basically the practice of shifting between different languages or different ways of speaking
or expressing yourself in a conversation with someone” (NPR).
Quote
In an NPR interview, Gene Demby described code switching as a change of language style in conversation
dependent on who you are speaking with, or where you are having the conversation (NPR).
Paraphrase
Source 3
MLA 8 citation
Beam, Christopher. "Code black; of course Obama talks differently to different groups. so do most
politicians." Washingtonpost.com, 11 Jan. 2010. Gale In Context: High
School, link.gale.com/apps/doc/A216350294/GPS?u=kenn85348&sid=GPS&xid=d05334d6. Accessed 19
Apr. 2021.

